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EVERY SUMMER RESONATES. The

season’s mythology persists, and we have
a tendency to exaggerate the memories.
In our minds, we want to make every
summer legendary.
Those mile-long bike rides to the pool
become epic treks, the hill from Sunset
Drive up Rollins Road a monumental
peak conquered daily. The blacktop burns
hotter. The water splashes a little higher,
a little cooler. The lifeguards look a little
prettier. Every year, those summers past
seem a little better.
As much time as we spend
reminiscing about those summers we
had, we also dream of summers that
never were. Those trips you never took.
The concerts you missed. The people
you didn’t get to know. The summers of
regret. And with time, those days don’t
improve.
The great thing about summers,
though, is their annual return. Those
trips you missed? This year you can take
them. Those sun-touched days at the pool
and sweet dreams of the person you wish
you knew? You can make that happen,
too. Every opportunity you missed can be
pursued again, and every summer carries
the promise of something more.
Spring brings rebirth, but summer is
more than that.
Summer is forever.
This summer, as we have for the past
15 years, Vox brings you the best of what
Columbia’s summer has to offer. We can’t
guarantee perfection. Nothing we give
you will make the sun shine brighter
or the hills any more unforgettable. We
can’t guarantee that summer crush will
become a memory you’ll carry forever, a
reminiscence that grows more momentous
every year. But we can offer a promise.
A promise that, should you put
yourself out there, should you take
advantage of all a Columbia summer has
to offer, it will only get better.
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Ready for summer?
From music to movies,
fairs to festivals,
Columbia offers
activities for everyone.
Check out our Summer
Preview for all the cool
happenings through the
warm months.
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Wednesday nights at the Islamic Center of Central Missouri are
more than just dinners.They bring the community together.
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Find cheap eats and big portions at Shotgun
Pete’s, where you can enjoy a half order of
BBQ nachos; it’s more than enough for two.
Pizza and breadsticks isn’t the only match
made in heaven. Discover the best sides in
Columbia to pair with your barbecue.
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Need advice from Doctor Love? No matter what you’re looking for,
these guides will give you the expertise you need.

JoshuaTillman updates his identity to match his new sound. He
releases Fear Fun not as himself but as Father John Misty.
Spotify pays small-time bands small-time cash to stream their
music to listeners for free. And everyone wins.
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After an injury
ended her dancing
career, Jennifer
Rauscher proves
that the show must
go on: she now
teaches aerial
fabric dancing.
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Kirk Trevor keeps classical music hot in Columbia.The maestro
saved “Hot Summer Nights” and the MissouriTheatre.
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